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A BOMBER IN THE ESSEN BARRAGE

Details of the gallantry of a Wellington bomber crew during the

last heavy attack on Essen have just hecome known*

A shell hurst underneath the aircraft when it was only a few miles

from the target, and the Canadian navigator was killed instantly hy a

splinter. He collapsed on top of the b«mb-aimer, who was lying in the

nose adjusting the bomb sight. Glycol poured over them from a damaged

tank, choking fumes filled the front of the aircraft, and the oxygen

supply began to fail.

In spite of the weight of the dead man on top of him, the sickly
smell from the oil fumes, and the lack of oxygen the bomb-aimer calmly
continued to give directions to his captain and released his bombs over

the target.

"The oxygen supply seemed to give out completely and we were all on

the point of passing out," said the captain. n
I found that the aileron

control had, been damaged and, after we had bombed, we staggered about the

sky, going down to 10,000 feet to get some air",

It was not until they were able to breathe more freely that the

wireless operator reported he had been hit# Shells were still bursting

around the aircraft and searchlights trying to pick them up#

"The wireless operator's right foot had been shot clean off as he

was standing under the astrodome," said the captain* "But without a

complaint he went back to his damaged radio set and tried to get it working.
The bomb-aimer attended to him. Then, until we reached England, he remained

at his set, trying to repair it, and even managed to help me with the

navigation# He put up a marvellous show",

In addition to all the other damage, the inter-communication telephone

wires between the captain and the rear-gunner had been out, so the

rear-gurmer came amidships to the astrodrome to look out. for fighters.

Surely enough, having avoided further shell bursts and searchlights, the

Wellington was attacked by a Junkers 88 as it turned for home#

The gunner from his position in the astrodome gave directions to

his captain to take, evasive action, and each time the Junkers got into

position to attack the wing commander skilfully twisted out of its way and

eventually the fighter disappeared#

With holes in the fuselage, main spar and bemb doors, and cut off from

radio communication, the Wellington managed to reach an airfield in the

south of England and make a safe landing, and the wireless operator was

immediately taken to hospital#

It was found that a piece of shell had crashed through the front

window, ’missing the captain by only a few inches.

"It was-certainly a bad trip but the crew put up a grand show"., -said

the caption, who commands the Canadian Wellington squadron


